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SECTOR PERFORMANCE
Quarter two saw property push for a second consecutive quarter of positive returns; the first-time this has
happened since 2017. The quarter started off with a boost from a tightening in global bond yields as trade
wars (amongst other things) threatened the global recovery. With concerns surrounding a sustainable growth
trajectory, the FED began its U-turn on rates (playing into President Trump’s demands) indicating that the
hiking has come to an end for the time being, which eventually turned to comments around cutting.

With the boost from lower global rates, the market saw local bonds up +3.7% as the long bond compressed
from 9.0% to 8.7% despite concerns surrounding ANC in-fighting and the question mark surrounding Eskom.
Equities fared slightly better at +3.9% as lower rates also assisted risk assets. However there was really no clear
pattern across underlying equities aside from the push in gold stocks.

Property displayed a solid result with the SA Listed Property Index (SAPY) and the All Property Index (ALPI)
delivering +4.5% and +1.5% respectively. The stark difference in returns across the two indices came from the
relative UK exposure in the ALPI, which underperformed dramatically in light of further Brexit concerns and
the unprecedented pressure on UK retail.
TABLE 01

ASSET CLASS TOTAL RETURN TO 30 JUNE 2019
April

May

June

Q1

Q2

1 yr

3 yr

SA Listed Property Index

3.2%

-0.9%

2.2%

1.5%

4.5%

-5.7%

-3.8%

All Property Index

2.0%

-2.0%

1.5%

1.3%

1.5%

-7.0%

-5.9%

Equities

4.2%

-4.8%

4.8%

8.0%

3.9%

5.0%

5.7%

Bonds

0.8%

0.6%

2.2%

3.8%

3.7%

3.4%

10.1%

Cash

0.6%

0.6%

0.5%

1.7%

1.8%

7.3%

7.4%

Source: Bloomberg

April saw the start of the bond yield decline, but in truth the positive performance in listed property was
largely driven by attractive valuations, hence a correction off the circa 7% decline from February/March. The
market was largely cautious going into the May 8th election. Local REITs continued to talk down guidance
as local conditions reflected a weak economy. In addition, the market was still reeling in the wake of the
significant power outages at the tail end of the first quarter. The UK stocks underperformed (which was a
consistent theme for the quarter) as RDI saw the potential offer for the company being pulled, while Intu
delivered bearish guidance.

May started off positively as the elections came and went relatively smoothly with a slightly market positive
outcome. However, it was the post-election power plays that frightened the market as we saw a divisive ANC
and the reduced probability of President Ramaphosa being able to introduce his ‘market friendly’ reforms.
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This resulted in the market pulling back into negative territory for the month. The month was also clouded by a
dismal first quarter GDP number (-3.2% q/q) with several market commentators expecting a negative second
quarter, taking us back into a technical recession. It also saw the currency on the back-foot, however, still not
enough to compensate for the weakness in the UK as May saw Hammerson in the crosshairs losing 17% as their
long-standing CFO stepped aside.

June was once again in the black despite lacklustre results and little sign of improvement to local fundamentals.
The US/China trade war was in full swing, which saw a compression in bond yields as the FED’s dovish stance
came to a peak. This provided some support for property, but at stock level it turned out to be the offshore
(ex-UK) stocks that pulled the sector into positive territory. This was particularly evident of the Central and
Eastern European (CEE) stocks, which interestingly coincided with three weeks of site visits across the region
displaying assets from EPP, NEPI-Rockcastle, MAS and Globalworth.

CHART 01

ILLUSTRATED MONTH BY MONTH PROPERTY RETURN
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STOCK PERFORMANCE
The definite theme, at least as it pertains to the ALPI, was the continued fallout of the UK counters, while
CEE exhibited relative strength. Admittedly the pound weakened just over 6% to the rand over the period in
question, however the stock underperformance of the UK counters was substantially worse.

CHART 02

Q2:2019 STOCK/SECTOR TOTAL RETURN DISTRIBUTION (%)

Local Exposure

Pure Offshore Exposure

Delta (+23.4%), Investec Australia (+18.5%) and Fortress A (+16.8%) were the three best performers for the
quarter. Delta’s performance came after their 61% quarter one decline, where the market reacted to a dismal
pre-close call. The actual result was equally concerning but the market had already punished the share and
was releasing positive news around additional government lettings through the period. Investec Australia
successfully listed on the Australian exchange, issuing new equity to facilitate liquidity. The pricing of the
stock aligned to the Australian peer group, where price to NTAV (net tangible asset value) is more of a focus
than a sustainable forward yield, which saw a reasonable re-rating of the stock. And finally Fortress A rerated towards a forward yield of 7.5%, where the only reasonable explanation for trading at such a significant
premium to both the sector and bond yield would be that the ‘underwritten’ distribution growth of circa 5% is
highly sought after in an environment where growth has all but disappeared.
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The worst performers included Rebosis (-64.8%), Capital & Regional (-45.4%), Intu (-32.9%) and RDI REIT
(-29.4%). We have spoken as nauseum about Rebosis and our concerns surrounding the company and do not
see it necessary to repeat ourselves, which leaves us, unsurprisingly with three UK counters propping up the
bottom of the table. Capital & Regional were caught on the wrong side of the MSCI rebalance, where they were
excluded from the index, which resulted in net selling of a relatively illiquid stock. They were also grouped
together with the likes of Intu and Hammerson who are both directly in the eye of the UK retail storm, however
present a somewhat different investment proposition with a company that has more flexibility around their
portfolio and average rentals that are comparably undemanding. They do however have a stretched balance
sheet coupled with capital requirements and the market is expecting them to recapitalise through an equity
raise shortly. Intu, similarly has a vulnerable balance sheet, however they don’t enjoy the flexibility of a smaller
more liquid portfolio and face significantly greater rental reversion and cap rate expansion. As the loan-tovalue approaches 60% and their inability to materially de-gear through asset sales, it is becoming increasingly
more likely that the company will have to embark on a deeply discounted rights issue to survive. RDI REIT is
likely to cut their distribution by circa 20% as they have breached the loan-to-value covenant on the Aviva
facility over three retail assets (and are in fact completely underwater).The company is likely to walk away
from the properties thereby writing off the debt, as well as from the excess revenue as the structure is still
cash flow positive. The distribution decline is also due to the potential dilutive disposal of their German retail
portfolio in order to reduce gearing. Aside from this, in April, Cromwell (an Australian listed REIT) pulled their
offer for the company, which was expected to be around 30-50% higher than the quarter closing price.

Deloitte’s Offices
Before and after

Deloitte has given notice to Growthpoint to leave their Woodlands Office Park offices in Woodmead for the
preferred new build of Attacq in Waterfall, Midrand. While the Woodlands office is an attractive asset (which
Growthpoint has already made progress in re-letting), the pull of a new build to suite at attractive relative
rental is a common burden office assets face in competitive markets.
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PROPERTY MARKET UPDATE
SOUTH AFRICA
The letting environment continues to be characterised by soft demand and excess supply across all sectors.
Confidence amongst tenants is weak – while some of this relates to global conditions, such as weaker economic
growth from primary trading partners such as China and the EU, the overwhelming source of pessimism is
domestic. Labour strikes in certain sectors of the economy, revelations about the extent of state capture and
corruption in South Africa, the continued conflicting pronouncements on policies and priorities due to the
contestation within the ANC, volatility in the currency and eroding disposable income are all contributing to
subdued confidence and tenant demand. Supply pressures have subsided with regards to new supply coming
to market, however legacy projects (conceptualised in a stronger market) have come to market, creating an
overhang.

SA REITs that reported this quarter show stabilisation in occupancy rates, but deep discounting of rentals and
increasing incentives offered by landlords continues. Tenant retention remains a strategic priority as the cost
of replacing a tenant is high and time taken to find a replacement tenant is lengthening. Against a slowing top
line, cost pressures continue to build. For the 12 months to December 2018, SAPOA recorded a 12% increase in
operating costs, driven mainly by municipal charges. Other costs such as bad debt write-offs also increased
rapidly.

In its latest quarterly survey (Q1 ’19), SAPOA revealed a continued sideways trend in office vacancies which
are currently 11%, however this was at the expense of rental levels and incentives as mentioned above. The
B-grade office segment saw an improvement in vacancies, but all other segments saw a deterioration,
including P-grade space where vacancies rose to 8.0%. Meanwhile, retail trading densities for Q1 ’19 showed
a mild recovery to 3.2%, up from 2.5%. As contractual escalations outpace sales growth, retailers’ cost of
occupancy increased by 30bps on average, with super-regional malls at 11.1%, regional malls at 9.0%, small
regional centres at 8.6% and community centres at 5.5%. This should be indicative of weak rental growth going
forward, especially is the trading environment remains sluggish.

The supply side has been improving over the past 6 months as banks and developers have finally reacted to the
weak demand side. In the retail sector, the extension to Fourways Mall is the only major retail scheme in South
Africa, but space returned by Edcon may see an uptick in overall retail vacancies. Industrial developments
are being developed predominately on tenant demand, and the level of new office development activity has
slowed to 2.2% of the existing stock in the market of which 44.5% is pre-let.

Demand from flexible workspace providers has picked up in recent months. WeWork has entered South Africa
and currently have three locations: Redefine’s Rosebank Link in Rosebank, Redefine’s 155 West Street in
Sandton, and Emira’s 80 Strand in Cape Town. The flexible workplace evolution continues to pick up speed
globally, driven by a combination of factors: the flexible structure of employment, shifts in corporate culture
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and the rise of the tech and gig economy, which all point to the direction of further growth. An increasing
number of landlords are looking at JV opportunities with the more established and successful workspace
operators. Concerns over excessive growth in the sector seem overblown, given that flexible workspace is only
a very small proportion of office space. As at the end of 2018, it accounted for only 1.5% of total office space
on average across European cities with the highest proportions recorded at 5% in London and Amsterdam.
However, with economic growth rates dropping both globally and in Europe, and as the labour pool continues
to tighten, any subsequent contraction is likely to really test the flexible workplace market for the first time.

Property valuations have been flat to negative in the past quarter as an increase in capitalisation rates have
been offset by rental growth. Several REITs are finding it challenging to dispose of assets in the current
environment as buyers cannot get access to funding. Where disposals are concluded, prices have been at
or below book value. Conventional wisdom would say that we should expect valuations to reflect the poor
trading conditions and we are likely to see cap rates move out further and with that, valuations should fall.
Consequently, loan-to-value (LTV) ratios are expected to come under pressure as valuations adjust to market
realities. We expect several of the local listed entities to start embarking on a more aggressive disposal
strategy to pre-empt the potential spike in gearing as lower valuations crystalise on their balance sheets.

UNITED KINGDOM
We questioned the strength in the UK counters in the first quarter as there was no conclusion to Brexit or
even certainty around the direction it would take. The latter stages of quarter one saw the ‘due date’ for Brexit
moved towards the end of the year to allow for more time to come to consensus on a a course of action that
will resolve a self-imposed ultimatum that was voted through by a marginal majority who were misled and illinformed as to what they were even voting for. Not only do they still not know what they want to do, they don’t
know who will even be doing it. Theresa May has stepped aside as her Brexit plan failed to get the required
support, and we are now, at this late stage, left with an ‘interesting’ grouping of politicians vying for the top
spot, thinking they’ll be able do in months what Ms May was unable to achieve in years. Certainty breeds
confidence and confidence is a driver to economic activity. So, while we still have no idea what the future
holds for the UK post October this year, how do we expect to gain any traction in the economy.

Brexit aside, UK retail property is also facing significant pressure from online retailing, having the second
biggest online retail penetration in non-food retail sales (behind China) at just over 20%. Research out of
Oxford Economics has online retail growth in the UK of circa 5.1% per annum until 2022, taking the total market
share just north of 22%. On the positive side, the momentum of online’s encroachment into retail sales has
been slowing down and concerns around the paper-thin margins (as a result of a costly supply chain) has led
many retailers to push potentials shoppers back into the stores through omni-channel strategies. Ultimately
UK ‘bricks and mortar’ retail must reinvent itself; not only aligning itself to the online dynamics, but also to
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an evolving consumer. The consumer has shown a shift in demand from ‘stuff’ to ‘experiences’, department
stores have proven to be a dinosaur flirting with extinction, while services have shown resilience through this
trying time.

Unfortunately, there have been several casualties as retail has evolved and many dated concepts have filed
for CVA (Company Voluntary Arrangement) or bankruptcy. Recently, the CVA for Arcadia and Select was
approved, while Monsoon and Accessorize launched CVA proposals affecting rentals at potentially 393 stores.
Boots also confirmed plans to close 200 stores in the UK over the next 18 months, while footwear chain Office
could close stores as part of its restructuring. We took data from the Centre of Retail Research in the UK
and noted that while the volume of stores affected by the retail malaise is material, it isn’t significantly out
of line from other weak periods in the business cycle. For closer analysis we overlapped the affected store
date with the average employees per store, which explained the relative pain we are currently witnessing.
The greater ‘employee per store closed’ figure is indicative of the nature of the underlying store. These are
generally bigger more prominent stores, which obviously have a greater impact to the amount of space that
have become unproductive. The biggest contributors to this would have been casualties of House of Fraser,
Debenhams and Arcadia; which highlights the demise of the department store and the pressure on apparel.

CHART 03

UK STORE CLOSURES AND EMPLOYEES AFFECTED

Source: Centre for retail research: UK
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With that said, the UK stocks have been decimated and one must question the extent of the pain being priced
in. At face value there are some glaring opportunities, however this is, in several cases, immediately dismissed
on inspection of the balance sheet and potential for further deterioration as cap rates spike and rentals rebase
lower.

CHART 04

UK DUAL LISTED VALUATIONS

CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE (CEE)
CEE continues to be the silver lining with organic rental growth becoming an increasingly larger driver of
performance as opposed to capital deployment with acquisition and development yields compressing. The
fundamentals across the region have remained steadfast despite slower global growth, which includes further
concerns around Western Europe’s economic recovery. As the majority of our exposure into the region is in
the form of retail, it is encouraging to see robust GDP growth and with it retail sales growth as illustrated
below. In addition, labour costs are still dwarfed by their western counterpart resulting in job migration into
the region as a result of enhanced productivity. This should result in further GDP support as well as upward
salary pressure further supporting our retail thesis in the region.
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ILLUSTRATION 01

GDP GROWTH FORECAST 2019-2021

ILLUSTRATION 02

RETAIL SALES GROWTH FORECAST 2019-2021

Source: Oxford Economics (April 2019)
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During the quarter we embarked on two separate site visits; the first being an in-depth Polish trip spanning
6 cities, while the second, we visited nine of NEPI Rockcastle’s assets spread over six countries in just four
days.

NEPI Rockcastle’s shopping centres continue to perform well with trading density growth of circa 5%, while
EPP showed lower trading density growth, which was primarily as a result of its pure Poland exposure and the
scaled-up introduction of limited Sunday trading. They have said that this is now firmly in the base and trading
density growth has started to gain upward momentum.

Unlike Western Europe, where retail spending is being impacted by slowing growth in disposable income,
an oversupply of retail space, increasing e-commerce penetration, and high occupancy cost ratios, Eastern
European retail spend is thriving. The foundation is set for a multi-year growth trajectory as governments
adopt pro-growth policies and low wage levels attract foreign direct investment. As a result of the favourable
trading environment, global retailers, particularly those from Western Europe, continue to expand in
the region.

The NEPI Rockcastle assets we visited ranged from recently completed developments (like Promenada Nov
Sad) to new acquisitions (like Mammut Shopping Centre). Mammut Shopping Centre is NEPI Rockcastle’s
most recent acquisition - it purchased the asset in September 2018 at a 6% yield. The asset is located is the
north western part of Budapest and is situated in one of the most densely populated parts of the city.

The development pipeline measures EUR 1.055bn, of which EUR 281m or 27% is under construction.
Development yields have tightened as land and labour costs rise. There are some acquisition opportunities,
particularly in Poland, but yields are sub-6% and NEPI Rockcastle’s weighted average cost of capital is c.5.9%.
NEPI Rockcastle has an investment grade credit rating and is rated BBB, stable outlook by S&P. A further
improvement in its credit rating is dependent of a reduced exposure to Romania, which as a BBB- credit
rating. Hence, it is likely that further acquisitions be in regions outside of Romania. The company is on track
to dispose of its office assets and is targeting an exit by year-end.

The EPP highlight was the newly developed super regional mall in Warsaw, Galeria Mlociny. The mall is well
let with a strong tenant profile (boasting the first Primark in Poland) and a healthy entertainment / services
component. It was built at a circa 7% yield and has already been revalued higher at c.5.3%. We were also
exposed to several refurbishments across assets in Poznan, Szczecin and Wroclaw, serving the purpose
of both generating additional return as well as making the malls relevant in a constantly evolving market.
Wroclaw stood out for us as a pleasant surprise, that despite the newly developed Unibail Centre coming
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online, the centre appeared to be thriving, fully let and well positioned to the student market that feeds off
the adjacent train station.

We also visited some of the recently acquired M1 assets. While these don’t necessarily stand up to the rest of
the portfolio, we believe that they serve their purpose and are priced accordingly. We are however concerned
about the volume of kiosks in the malls and the extremely ‘deep boxes’ (which are generally difficult to relet) but believe that the length of the income guarantee coupled with potential refurbishment opportunity is
enough to counter this risk.

We also visited some logistics assets owned by ELI (European Logistics Investments) of which 90% is owned
by Redefine. The company has first right of refusal on all Panatonni developments (who are responsible for
c.50% of all Polish industrial developments). The asset class appears to be gaining traction as retail sales
accelerate. Panatonni described a lengthy process to zone and then develop stock (approximately 3 years) as
it is difficult to get rezoning of predominantly farmland to industrial (as land parcels are generally made up
from several smaller holdings across farmers who were the beneficiaries post communism), making their land
bank invaluable. With that said we have seen supply come to market.

The graph on the left illustrates the
destinations visited by Sesfikile during
the quarter. The red line is the intra
Poland site visit, while the blue line
ventures across several counties in
the region. While we view this visit as
reasonably comprehensive, we must
state that across our team we have
visited the region over 15 separate
times.

Arena Plaza
Budapest, Hungary

Mammut Shopping Centre
Budapest, Hungary

Satu Mare Shopping City
Satu Mare, Romania

Satu Mare Shopping City
Satu Mare, Romania

Shopping City Sibiu
Sibiu, Romania

Promenada Novi
Sad
xxxx
Novi Sad, Serbia
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ECONOMICS
• The South African economy had contracted by a quarterly 3.2% in the first three months of 2019, the largest
contraction in a decade. Rolling blackouts had the economy reeling at the outset of the year. The sectors that
recorded the biggest contraction included; agriculture (-13.2%), mining (-10.8%) manufacturing (-8.8%) and
electricity (-6.9%). The only three sectors that recorded a quarter-on-quarter increase included personal services
(1.2%), finance (1.1%) and government (1.2%).
• The SARB kept its benchmark repo interest rate unchanged at 6.75% through the quarter. Lower global rates
along with benign inflation expectations affords the SARB the opportunity to cut interest rates and give the
South African economy a much-needed boost. Economists believe that the repo rate will be cut by 50 basis
points during the remainder of 2019.
• The ABSA Manufacturing Purchasing Managers Index (PMI) increased slightly to 46.2 in June, up 0.8 points from
45.4 in May. It remains below the 50-point mark that separates contraction from expansion.
• South African Consumer Price Inflation (CPI) surprised to the downside, coming in at 4.5% y/y in May and roughly
stable through the quarter. The inflation forecast generated by the SARB’s projection model has improved since
the previous Monetary Policy Meeting. Headline inflation is expected to average 4.5% in 2019 (down from 4.8%),
increasing to 5.1% in 2020 (down from 5.3%) and moderating to 4.6% in 2021 (down from 4.7%).
• S&P global credit ratings agency, unsurprisingly, has kept South Africa’s foreign and local currency credit ratings
unchanged at junk status with a stable economic outlook. The long-term foreign currency rating is kept at “BB”
and the long-term local currency rating at “BB+”. Of the three ratings agencies, Moody’s is the only one not to
have a junk status rating on South Africa’s credit.
• The South African unemployment rate for the first quarter of 2019 increased to 27.6% up from 27.1% in the fourth
quarter of 2018. Unemployment in the first quarter of the year is usually higher, given that school leavers enter
the labour force and various temporary workers contracts end after the festive season. The industries with
the biggest job losses during the quarter were Construction (142 000), Finance and other business services
(94 000), Community and social services (50 000) and Private households (31 000). The official unemployment
rate amongst the youth (aged 15–24) also rose by 0.5 % points to 55.2%.
• South African Retail Sales grew by 2.4% y/y in April 2019, up from a lacklustre 0.2% y/y in March. StatsSA said
the rise in retail sales was on the back of a strong showing by pharmaceuticals and medical goods, cosmetics
and toiletries, textiles, clothing, footwear and leather goods, household furniture, appliances and equipment.
• The global economy continues to grow, but signs of slowing growth have emerged. The International Monetary
Fund (IMF) has lowered its projection for global growth to 3.5% in 2019 and 3.6% in 2020, from a prior estimate
of 3.7% in both years. In developed economies, growth is returning to lower long-term averages. The potential
for trade tariff increases and retaliation among large economies still poses a risk to global trade.
• The US Federal Reserve decided to hold the Fed fund rate steady at the target rate of 2.25 – 2.5% during the
quarter. However, it raised the possibility of rate cuts during the remainder of 2019. A cut in the interest rate
would buck the trend of rising interest rates which has been in place since 2015. A lower fed funds rate is also
positive for emerging markets as lower rates invariably lead to a weaker US Dollar. Historically, emerging markets
have outperformed their developed market peers during periods of USD weakness.
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• In June Government bond yields in most major economies worldwide fell to near all-time lows, indicating that
investors are wary of an impending recession. German and French 10-year bond yields hit record lows, both
falling into sub-zero territory after comments from European Central Bank official and Dutch central bank chief
Klaas Knot buoyed expectations for monetary policy easing, with the aim of boosting inflation in the euro zone.
The move highlights ongoing uncertainty for the euro zone’s economy fuelled by a slowdown in Germany,
growing unease around Brexit and global trade tensions.

CHART 05

LONG AND SHORT TERM TREND IN BOND YIELDS

• As a result, South African bonds rallied in the second quarter with the benchmark 10y bond shedding 32bps
to close at 8.684%. Similarly, UK 10y GILTs fell 22bps to 0.8% and long bond rates in Poland and Romania were
down 44bps and 17bps respectively.
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RECENT RESULTS
Management across the board has not been shy in detailing how weak the fundamental operating environment
has been. And while we believe them in this regard, they are not being quite so open as to the non-recurring
items that are also currently being unwound from the earnings base. Both factors have resulted in probably
one of the poorest set or results in recent memory.

On a distribution level (excluding the UK) half the results were in line with expectations while the other half
missed forecasts, highlighting the rapid pace of deterioration in market conditions and the high forecast risk
at present. Guidance given by management was also, on average, below consensus estimates as illustrated
below:

Code

Counter

ALP

Atlantic Leaf Properties

APF

Accelerate Property
Fund

ATT

Attacq Limited

AWA

Arrowhead Properties

DIA

Latest reported
DPS growth

Initial DPS
growth
guidance

DPS growth
reported

Guidance
for FY19

2.2%

FY19

7.5%

FY20

-12,9%

FY19

-6% to -8%

FY20

No comparative

1H19

7.5%-9.5%

FY19

-31.2%

1H19

-24.0%
(excl. Rebosis
income)

FY19

Dipula Income Fund
A-share

4.1%

1H19

Lower of CPI
and 5%

FY19

DIB

Dipula Income Fund
B-share

-3.6%

1H19

-14.5%

FY19

DLT

Delta Property Fund

-43,0%

FY19

Increase in
earnings of
between
8%-10%

FY20

EPP

EPP

6.7%

FY18

Flat to positive
growth

FY19

EQU

Equites Property Fund

11.8%

FY19

8%-10%

FY20

EXP

Exemplar REITail

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

FFA

Fortress Income Fund
A-share

5.0%

1H19

Lower of CPI
and 5%

FY19

FFB

Fortress Income Fund
B-share

-14.0%

1H19

ZAc155 / -13%

FY19
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GPA

Gemgrow Properties
A-shares

4.5%

1H19

Lower of CPI
and 5%

FY19

GPB

Gemgrow Properties
B-shares

-8.0%

1H19

-10.0%

FY19

GRT

Growthpoint Properties

4.5%

1H19

4.5%

FY19

HPB

Hospitality Property
Fund

-6.9%

FY19

Not provided

FY20

HYP

Hyprop Investments

2.5%

1H19

2.0%

FY19

IAP

Investec Australia
Property Fund

2.0%

FY19

n/a due to
listing

FY20

ILU

Indluplace Properties

-22.8%

1H19

-20.0%

FY19

ING

Ingenuity Property
Investments

10.0%

1H19

Not provided

FY19

IPF

Investec Property Fund

2.7%

FY19

3%-5%

FY20

L2D

Liberty Two Degrees

1.3%

FY18

0%-2%

FY19

MSP

MAS Real Estate

5.5%

1H19

15.0%

FY19

OCT

Octodec Investments

Flat

1H19

-2.0%

FY19

RDF

Redefine Properties

4.0%

1H19

4.0%

FY19

REA

Rebosis Property Fund
A-share

Dividend
postponed

1H19

5.0%

FY19

REB

Rebosis Property Fund
B-share

Dividend
postponed

1H19

-74% to
-76%

FY19

RES

Resilient Income Fund

-14.0%

1H19

-6.3%

FY19

SAC

SA Corporate

-6.0%

FY18

Flat

FY19

SEA

Spear REIT Limited

10.1%

FY19

6%-8%

FY20

SRE

Sirius Real Estate

6,3%

FY19

Not provided

FY20

STP

Stenprop Ltd

-18.5%

FY19

-15.6%

FY20

SSS

Stor-age Property REIT

9,1%

FY19

7%-9%

FY20

TEX

Texton Property Fund

-24.6%

1H19

Not provided

FY19

VKE

Vukile Property Fund

7.5%

FY19

3%-5%

FY20
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Atlantic

• Atlantic Leaf reported a 2.2% y/y increase in DPS to 9.3p. This is slightly lower than the original

Leaf

forecast, due to the longer-than-anticipated vacancy of the Haydock property (which has since

FY ‘19

been re-let from March 2019).
• NAVps decreased by 4.6% to 103p.
• By converting to a UK REIT, Atlantic Leaf has repositioned the company in a more tax-efficient
manner which should assist in its strategy to raise new capital from South African and UK
investors.
• The LTV ratio is 48% and it is management’s strategy to gradually reduce this over the next
few years.
• Atlantic Leaf is targeting a 7.5% increase in DPS to 10p for FY20.
• This forecast considers higher finance costs from the debt refinancing, the deployment of
proceeds from expected asset sales, asset-management activity during the year (including the
letting of the Haydock asset), and no company-level tax charge as a result of being a REIT.

RDI REIT

• A DPS of 4.0p was declared for H1 ’19 compared to 6.75p in H1 ’18.

H1 ‘19

• EPRA diluted NAVps declined by 4.4% to 204.4p.
• The like-for-like portfolio value declined by 2.5% y/y (1.8% on a constant currency basis),
impacted by lower values for UK shopping centres and the strengthening of the GPB against
the EUR.
• Net rental income increased by 0.2% on a like-for-like basis, or 1.9% when excluding hotel
refurbishment charges.
• The LTV ratio climbed from 46.2% to 48.5%. The pro-forma LTV ratio is 45.4%, excluding the
Aviva-financed UK shopping centre portfolio with a consensual sales process agreed upon.
• Further reductions in the LTV ratio is expected through the disposal of the German portfolio
(GBP 244m). This will negatively impact earnings as proceeds from higher yielding assets are
used to reduce low costing debt.
• It is RDI REIT’s intention to continue to meet UK REIT rules in respect of its distributions.
Therefore, total dividends for the year is expected to be weighted towards H2 ‘19 and should
reflect a regular full-year pay-out ratio of at least 90% of underlying earnings, excluding earnings
attributable to the Aviva-financed, UK shopping centre portfolio.

Investec
Australia
Property

• DPS on a pre-withholding tax level, increased by 2.0% to AUD 10.23c.
• NAVps was flat y/y at AUD 1.30c.

Fund

• Operating metrics are strong with occupancy at 99.4% and WALE of 4.7 years

FY ‘19

• The LTV ratio increased to 38.1% but, following the listing on the ASX, has decreased to 30%.
• Management are forecasting a DPS of 8.88c (-13.2% y/y) as the company adjusts its distribution
policy to one based on FFO / AFFO.
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Investec
Property
Fund
FY ‘19

• Investec’s DPS grew by 2.7% y/y to 142.3c.
• NAVps advanced by 3.9% to 131.31c.
• By assets, Investec’s balance sheet composition is 84.8% South Africa and 15.2% offshore.
• Retail base NPI grew by 5.6% driven by positive escalations.
• Trading density growth was 2.7% (4.5% excluding Design Quarter and Balfour Mall).
• The office base NPI recorded a decrease of 2.6% due to downward pressure on rentals with
longer void periods and increased incentive costs to landlords in order to secure clients.
• Industrial base NPI dwindled at 1% due to void periods and negative reversions.
• The fund expects to deliver DPS growth of between 3% and 5% y/y in FY ‘20, with the upper end
of the range dependent on the level of capital deployed into European pipeline opportunities
during the year.

Rebosis
H1 ‘19

• No dividend was declared for H1 ‘19. The Board deemed it prudent to deleverage the fund
and defer the interim dividend. The Board intends to distribute a full-year dividend at the final
distribution date.
• Group TNAVps fell sharply by 42.7% y/y to 1 540.0 (1H18).
• Rebosis’ LTV ratio increased to 57.1%. Rebosis plans to rapidly reduce gearing by disposing of
assets. The R1.8bn disposal to Vukile is currently under DD, while management expects a further
R5.3bn on which R3.7bn is from retail assets.
• Total exposure to New Frontier Properties was written down to match NAV. Rebosis is currently
undergoing negotiations for total divestment from NFP.
• DPS for the A-share for FY ‘19 will continue to attract growth of 5.0% and B-share DPS is
expected to be 22.0c to 24.0c, being 74.0% to 76.0% lower than the FY ‘18 DPS.

Arrowhead

• H1 ‘19 DPS declined by 31.2% y/y to 27.8c.

H1 ‘19

• NAVps slumped by 8.4% over the six-month period to 690.4c, predominantly due to the
negative R600mn fair-value adjustment of Arrowhead’s equity-accounted listed investments
(Rebosis and Dipula).
• All of Arrowhead’s listed investments have negative FY ‘19 DPS growth prospects (Indluplace:
-20% y/y; Gemgrow B : -10% y/y; Dipula B: -15%; Rebosis: -75% y/)
• Arrowhead achieved 2.6% like-for-like NPI growth in H1 ’19 and have guided towards 2% y/y likefor-like NPI growth for FY ’19.
• Total portfolio vacancies increased from 7.9% to 8.6%, predominantly due to higher vacancies in
the retail and industrial sectors with office vacancies remaining elevated.
• Positive reversions of 2.5% was achieved.
• Arrowhead’s LTV ratio increased from 38% to 42% owing to the downward fair-value adjustment
of its investments in Rebosis and Dipula.
• FY ‘19 DPS growth guidance is unchanged, with expected FY ‘19 DPS of 56c (excluding any
income from Rebosis).

EPP’s Galeria Młociny: 84 400m² super regional mall successfully
opened in May 2019 and will boast Poland’s first Primark
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Octodec

• DPS growth was flat y/y in-line with previous management guidance.

H1 ‘19

• Octodec declared a DPS of 101.7c, whilst distributable profit was 102.7c. This is a deviation from
the historical 100% pay-out ratio – management have indicated that this was done with the
intention of smoothing the earnings for the year.
• The office portfolio delivered like-for-like negative rental income growth of 3% and higher core
vacancies of 19.3% (FY ‘18: 18.7%).
• The industrial sector has seen some improvement in vacancies, with a decrease from 14% to
11.3%.
• Within the “specialised and other” sector, vacancies increased marginally due to the loss of a
vehicle dealership.
• Residential property performed well with 3.9% like-for-like rental income growth and a marginal
decrease in core vacancies to 5.7%. Sharon’s Place is also now fully let.
• The LTV ratio increased from 37.8% to 38.3% (H1 ‘19). Management have indicated that their
strategy is to redeploy proceeds from disposals of non-core assets to pay down debt.
• Management have updated their FY ‘19 DPS guidance from flat to -2% y/y.

Dipula
H1 ‘19

• The A-share dividend increased by 4.1% y/y to 54.8c. The B-share dividend decreased by c. 4%
y/y to 42.5c. The combined DPS rose by c. 1% y/y to 97.34c.
• NAVps declined by 1.4% over the six-month period to 989c for both the A and B shares.
• Total vacancies decreased from 10.4% to 8.0% (H1 ‘19).
• Performance was hindered by void periods between tenants vacating and occupation by new
tenants.
• The LTV ratio deteriorated during the period under review from 40.6% to 41.6%.
• Management have revised company guidance from flat DPS growth for FY ‘19 to a negative 5%
y/y DPS growth. This translates into a 15% y/y decline in B-share DPS assuming A-share DPS is
5% y/y.

Equites
FY ‘19

• Equites’ FY ‘19 DPS growth of 11.8% y/y was in line with company guidance of between 11.5% 12.0% y/y.
• Equites entered into a joint venture with Newland Property Developments (ex-developers for
Segro) to secure a development pipeline in the UK. There will be a profit-share arrangement
between Newlands and Equites as well as a pre-emptive right on further development
opportunities in the UK.
• Including the impact of foreign-exchange movements and capital raises, NAVps increased by
10.2% over the twelve-month period to R16.92 and by 3.3% over the last six-month period.
• The LTV ratio was 27% as at FY ‘19 (FY ‘18: 24%).
• DPS guidance provided for FY ‘20 was between 8% - 10% y/y.
• A lease reversion in the UK by Tesco, which is likely to be higher than expiring rentals, was
omitted from guidance.
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Vukile

• DPS climbed 7.5% y/y to 181.5c, which is in line with management guidance.

FY ‘19

• The NAVps remained flat over the six-month period at 2 026c. Over a twelve-month period, the
NAVps increased marginally by 0.8%.
• The SA portfolio delivered like-for-like NPI growth of 3.4% y/y. However, like-for-like NPI growth
continues to be impacted by cost growth (+9% y/y) outstripping revenue growth (+4.3% y/y).
• Vacancies have declined over the six-month period from 4.3% to 3.6%, with relatively strong
rental renewal growth of 4.0% (+4.5% reversions were achieved in the retail sector).
• The acquisition of three retail centres from Rebosis, for an estimated consideration of R1.8bn (at
an acquisition yield of 9.0%), is currently undergoing due diligence and has not been included in
management’s DPS forecasts for FY20.
• During FY ‘19, Vukile increased its Spanish portfolio through the acquisition of Habaneras
shopping centre (EUR84mn) and a further four assets (EUR481mn) through its subsidiary,
Morzal.
• The Spanish portfolio has achieved sound like-for-like NPI growth of 3.5% on the back of positive
letting activity concluded during the period (+11% average reversion on renewals).
• The Group’s LTV ratio decreased from 40% to 37% (FY ‘19). Uplifts in both the SA and Spanish
portfolio valuations, aided in decreasing the LTV ratio over the period. Management aim to
reduce the Group LTV to c. 35% over near term. Vukile has c. R2bn of investment property held
for sale, including its non-retail and Namibian portfolios.
• Management have provided DPS growth guidance of between 3%- 5% y/y for FY20.

Indluplace
H1 ‘19

• Indluplace reported a 22.8% y/y decline in DPS growth for H1 ‘19. This is in line with updated
management guidance.
• NAVps decreased by 1.6% on a six-month basis from to 922.92c. Over a twelve-month period,
the NAVps has declined by c. 5%, predominantly due to the write-down of Highveld View.
• Vacancies remain elevated primarily due to the non-renewal of bulk residential contracts at the
Highveld View complex (450 units or 4.6% of total units) in May 2018 - excluding the impact of
Highveld View, the total portfolio residential vacancies were 5.7%.
• Due to increased affordability issues facing residential tenants, as well as intensifying competition
in certain locations, Indluplace’s average portfolio escalations have decreased to 0.6% (H1 ‘19)
vs. 2.6% (FY ‘18).
• Indluplace’s LTV ratio advanced marginally from 30.1% to 32.3% (H1 ‘19), due to the higher debt
utilised to fund the acquisition of the additional units in Golden Oaks.
• Indluplace is guiding towards negative 20% y/y DPS growth for FY ‘19.
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Gemgrow
H1 ‘19

• DPS on a combined basis declined by 1% y/y to 89.85c. DPS for the A-shares increased 4.5% y/y
to 54.54c and B-shares decreased by c. 8% y/y to 35.31c.
• The NAV per B-share decreased marginally over the six-month period from 805c to 804c.
• The average portfolio renewal rate was -2% with 69% of tenants retained.
• An additional 10% of expiring GLA was re-let to new tenants at +3%, -44% and -15% y/y for retail,
office and industrial, respectively.
• Portfolio vacancies have deteriorated from 7.6% to c. 9%.
• Gemgrow’s LTV ratio increased from 26.8% to 32%. Post the unconditional disposals expected
to transfer during H2 ‘19 the LTV ratio is forecast to decrease to 28%.

Redefine

• DPS increased by 4.0% y/y to 49.19c. This was in-line with market guidance.

H1 ‘19

• TNAVps declined by 2.5% y/y to 953.1c. The decrease of 23.8c in TNAV was mainly driven by a
reduction in the value of investments in Delta, RDI and Oando
• The active portfolio grew 2.1% in value during the 6-month period.
• Like-for-like growth in NPI was 3.8%, with revenue growth of 5.1% eroded by cost growth of
11.6%.
• The like-for-like portfolio vacancy rate decreased during the period from 5.7% to 4.5%.
• Tenant retention was strong at a rate 96.6%. Reversions were negative across the board with
retail at -5.4%, office at -5.5% and industrial at -17.3%.
• The retail portfolio experienced a 1.6% increase in trading densities during the period.
• Non-recurring income accounted for 4.9% of total distributable income. Management intend to
gradually decrease this revenue source over the next 3 to 5 years.
• The maturity date for Redefine’s EUR150mn, 5-year bonds is 16 September 2021, at which date
they could convert to RDI REIT shares. However, there is a put-option exercisable in September
2019 and, based on RDI’s share performance, Redefine management expect investors to
exercise the put.
• The LTV ratio increased from 40.0% to 42.3% (H1 ‘19).
• Management’s guidance of between 4-5% y/y DPS growth for FY ‘19 is unchanged.

Accelerate

• DPS for the year ended 31 March 2019 decreased by 12.9% y/y to 50.97c.

FY ‘19

• NAVps increased by 2.5% y/y to 784c.
• Portfolio vacancies decreased 100bps to 9% and reversions were -4% on renewals.
• Fourways Mall opening has been once again delayed, now expected on 22 August 2019.
• The equalisation payment is estimated to be R1bn and will be funded from debt. Disposals
totalling R789m have been completed.
• The LTV ratio is currently 39% and management estimates a post-Fourways funding LTV of 37%.
• FY ’20 DPS is expected to be between 6 and 8% lower. Management have guided for +6 to +8%
growth in FY ’21.

Stor-age Berea

Stor-age Bryanston

Storage King Gloucester

Stor-age Randburg

Storage King Reading

Stor-age Somerset Mall
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Delta
FY ‘19

• Delta’s DPS decreased by 43% y/y after management reduced its pay-out ratio to 75% to fund
capital expenditure.
• NAVps decreased by 7.6% y/y to 930c on the back of asset value write-downs.
• Delta has been in negotiations for a bulk lease renewal of 227 550sqm with the DPW for more
than a year. To date, 37 leases (88 185sqm) have been signed of the total bulk lease renewal of
which 60% are 5-year leases and 40% are 3-year leases.
• The remainder of the bulk lease renewals (139 365sqm) have agreed on rental and tenor. However,
signing has been delayed as the DPW is requesting a 3-month notice period on all 3-year leases.
• The LTV ratio has increased from 41.3% to 45.1%. Given the short-term nature of leases, debt
funders have refinanced debt at a significantly higher rate. The weighted average cost of debt
increased from 9.2% to 10.2%.
• Guidance is for an 8 to 10% reduction in earnings. The pay-out ratio will be determined at the
time of the next announcement.

Sirius

• FY ’19 DPS increased 6.3% y/y although the pay-out ratio decreased from 75% to 70%.

FY ‘19

• NAVps rose by 14.4% y/y to EUR 75.17c
• Like-for-like annualised rent roll increased by 7.1%.
• Sirius entered into a JV agreement with AXA Investment Management where it sold 65% of 5
assets while maintaining operating and management responsibility.
• Net LTV increased marginally to 32.4%
• The portfolio valuation increased by 13% on a comparable asset basis driven by a 39bps
compression in yields and 7.5% increase in rentals.

Stor-age

• Stor-age increased its FY ’19 DPS by 9% to 55.38c

FY ’19

• NAVps increased by 1.8% y/y to 1 170c.
• In SA, rental income grew by 7.5% on a like-for-like basis.
• Foreign currency gains contributed 630bps to growth. In other words, DPS would have been
2.7% y/y.
• The portfolio vacancy rate declined 22.1% to 16.5%.
• The balance sheet is strong with the LTV ratio at 24.6%.
• Management is guiding for growth of 7 to 9% for FY ’20.

NOTABLE COMPANY NEWS
The M&A space heated up in Q2.

Earlier in the quarter, Arrowhead and Gemgrow boards agreed a potential reverse takeover of Gemgrow by
Arrowhead. This after Gemgrow was formed with a combination of Vukile and Arrowhead’s secondary assets
just 3 years ago. Gemgrow will issue 0.8237 B-shares for every Arrowhead share, thus improving the Gemgrow
A cover ratio from 5x to 11x. The ratio was based on the distribution of the respective companies.

As Arrowhead shareholders, our reservations lie around the dilution in Arrowhead portfolio quality, the
increased leverage to distribution growth and the improvement to Gemgrow A cover without compensation
paid.

Meanwhile, Fairvest and Safari jointly announced that they have agreed to engage with each other regarding
a potential friendly merger.

After implementation of the proposed transaction, the management team of the enlarged group would
comprise Darren Wilder (current CEO of Fairvest) as chief executive officer (CEO), Jacques Kriel (current CFO
of Fairvest) as chief financial officer (CFO) and Dirk Engelbrecht (appointed as CEO of Safari in 2018) as chief
operating officer (COO).

The swap ratio, which was published in a circular released in July 2019, is 0.45 Safari shares for every Fairvest
share. Based on closing prices at the time of the announcement, the swap ratio valued Fairvest at 178c, 7.7%
below the clean market price and 24% discount to NAV.

While the merger will improve liquidity, the swap ratio does not adequately price the risk associated with
Safari in our view – the portfolio has failed to deliver meaningful distribution growth since listing, it recently
developed a failed asset in Namibia, its board and management team lack experience, and its assets face an
upward battle in an environment of increasing competition.

SA Corporate also experienced a tumultuous quarter as a number of changes were announced to the board.
It began on 21 May when the company announced the resignation of the CEO and CFO. We understand that
the relationship between Executive management and the Chairman, Jeff Molobela had become untenable. At
the ensuing AGM, Mr Molobela was re-elected as the chairman with 55% of shareholders voting in his favour.
We believe that the company is extremely vulnerable without Mr Rory Mackie as there is lack of depth
and experience within the group. In addition, the company has, in recent years, ‘diversified’ across several
strategies, which would be exceptionally difficult for any ‘new blood’ to get their head around in the short
term. Our preferred course of action would have been to appoint a fresh and credible Chairman and retain
the existing management team for a defined period of time, while a new team is identified. SA Corporate
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has evolved into a hugely complex business with many joint ventures across different sectors, (perhaps the
previous use of the word ‘diversified’ is too kind) – we believe the existing management team is required to
navigate the company out of some of these structures/relationships.

On 6 June the company announced that it had been conducting an investigation into the management team
following allegations by a whistle-blower. The outcome of the investigation is expected in late July.

In another twist, SA Corporate announced on 14 June that Mr Molobela had stepped down as chairman and
Ms Hendricks was appointed as interim chairman. However, on 27 June, it emerged that Mr Molobela had sadly
passed away.

Amongst the internal turmoil, on 25th June, SA Corporate said that it has received a number of non-binding
expression of interests from third parties relating to proposed offers or mergers with the company. The board
established an independent sub-committee to advise the board on this.

While there is the potential for the stock to rally around corporate action, we are still happy to remain
significantly underweight and even hold no stock at all. We were underweight prior to the current saga as a
result of our lack of confidence of what we viewed as an incoherent strategy. With new management, even if
it is via a corporate event, we believe this risk is extrapolated as there is a strong likelihood they will need to
unwind the complexity, which will come at a cost. Subsequent to quarter end, Emira has made an offer, which
we are still trying to rationalise as we see very little upside and significant risk.

Investec KwaZulu Natal

Investec KwaZulu Natal
Photograph owned by
Investec Property Fund

SA
Corporate

• Rory Mackie (CEO) and Antoinette Basson (CFO) had resigned from the board.
• On 6 June the company announced that it had been conducting an investigation into the
management team following allegations by a whistle-blower. The outcome of the investigation
is expected in late July.
• Ms Fikelepi, a non-executive director at SA Corporate, resigned from the board.
• Jeff Molobela stepped down as chairman of SA Corporate. He subsequently sadly passed away.

Hammerson

• Timon Drakesmith has resigned as CFO of Hammerson after 8 years in that position.

Arrowhead/

• Arrowhead and Gemgrow boards agreed a potential reverse takeover of Gemgrow by

Gemgrow

Arrowhead. Gemgrow will issue 0.8237 B-shares for every Arrowhead share. The ratio was
based on the distribution of the respective companies.

Fairvest /
Safari

• Fairvest and Safari jointly announced that they have agreed to engage with each other regarding
a potential friendly merger. The swap ratio, which was published in a circular released in July
2019, is 0.45 Safari shares for every Fairvest share.

EPP

• EPP sold 70% of its shares in office parks in Poland for EUR60m (c. R982mn). The deal will
reduce EPP’s stake in the JV company to 30%, but it will remain the asset and property manager
of these properties. The deal was in-line with EPP’s strategy to recycle office assets to firm up
the balance sheet and focus on retail assets.

Hyprop
(Africa sale)
Emira

• AttAfrica, the entity in which Hyprop has a 37.5% stake, has agreed to sell Achimota Retail
Centre in Ghana, in line with book value.
• Emira has made two further equity investments in the US (San Antonio Crossing and Wheatland
Towne Crossing), taking its total value invested to USD 61m.

Arrowhead

• Imraan Suleman (CFO) resigned following an instance of the unauthorised use of company
resources. Arend de Kock has been appointed as acting CFO.

Rebosis/
Vukile

• Vukile concluded an agreement to acquire three assets, namely Bloed Street Mall, Mdantsane
City Shopping Centre and Sunnypark Shopping Centre, from Rebosis for R1.8bn or a 9.0% yield.
The transaction in subject to conditions, including the outcome of the due diligence.

Fairvest/
Investec
Investec
Property
Fund

• Fairvest announced the acquisition of Nonkqubela Mall from Investec Property Fund, for R162m
or a 9.75% yield.
• After investing in Ingenuity in January 2017, Investec Property Fund has decided to sell its 115m
shares back to the company at 84c per share.
• Further to its investment in a Pan-European Logistics Portfolio, Investec Property Fund has
invested EUR 10m in a European light industrial property vehicle. At full deployment, IPF’s 42.9%
investment will amount to EUR 64.3m.
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MARKET OUTLOOK
Very little has changed since our outlook statement three months ago, in fact, if we weren’t at risk of appearing
lazy, it would probably have been fitting to copy and paste our quarter one conclusion. Unfortunately, the
guidance across the sector is still tending lower, primarily owing to the challenging economy, but still in many
cases as a result of past misdeeds where short-term earnings were pursued at the expense of longer-term
sustainability. Gearing levels are too high (despite subdued interest rates) in a market where asset values
should be declining, and there are still too many companies putting their balance sheets at risk by being over
exposed to lower cost foreign debt.

UK retail (where the UK/South African listings are predominantly exposed) is facing a perfect storm. The
Brexit outcome has been kicked a little further down the road, but not out of sight. Without Brexit certainty,
confidence levels are low which is constantly weighing on retail spend. Online spend continues to take market
share moving through 20% of all non-food retail. Our CEE exposure is also weighted in favour of retail,
however that market is faring considerably better in light of relatively less supply and strengthening demand.
Downward revisions to global growth have kept global bond yields low, even South African bond yields
which one would expect to be under pressure as Eskom puts pressure on the sovereign balance sheet. Global
bonds are benefiting from record low government bond yields in Europe as expectations are that the ECB
will introduce further QE, while the US has turned from their short-lived hiking cycle to cutting as the trade
war, amongst other things, puts pressure on their economy. In this environment, one could expect property
yields to edge lower as the search for yield picks up. Domestic markets however, face domestic issues, such as
Eskom and weak economic growth, and although inflationary risk has abated with the firmer rand this is by no
means a solid driver to rely on. This is primarily why we have moved away from focusing on the 3 E’s (Eskom,
Edcon, Elections) and concentrate on the most important E of all, the broader economy.

CHART 06

RELATIVE VALUE OF LISTED PROPERTY TO THE BOND MARKET
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The graph above illustrates the relative value of listed property to the bond market. The last few years we have
seen the ratio weaken primarily as the quality and quantum of property earnings came under pressure and as
you can see from the DPS growth (inverted on the right axis), this trend looks to continue for the time being.
With this in mind the last quarter actually saw a slight re-rating, despite strength in the bond yields. Property
had a strong quarter, however this was primarily due to strength in the CEE grouping of stocks and weaker
local earnings putting pressure on property yields.

A spike in bond yields remain the key downside risk, which could possibly come from a number of sources
with Eskom woes and the impact on the broader economy topping the list. We therefore continue to expect
high single total returns over the next 12 months, driven primarily by the attractive 9% income yield offered by
the sector. In the medium to long term, this should improve marginally to low double digit returns as inflation
should support underlying rental growth. We also highlight now more than ever the importance of stock
picking and sadly stock avoidance as company specific issues come to the fore.

Brent Cross Shopping Centre, Artist Impression of the proposed extension and refurbishment.
Unfortunately as UK retail fell out of favour as did Hammerson’s cost of funding;
the project was subsequently ‘put on ice’.
United Kingdom
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